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Abstract

The understanding of hydrodynamic loadings on a Tidal Stream Turbine
(TST) is important to its design, deployment and operation. An assessment
involving combined wave-current-turbulence effects is essential for the pre-
diction of the loadings and turbine performance. TSTs are often located
in regions of localized high current, so the incident waves will be modified
as they travel onto that higher current. This paper proposes a methodology
which is capable of generating the combined wave-current effects with the in-
tegration of a model of the incident turbulence. The algorithm and methodol-
ogy presented in this paper are implemented in the OpenFAST software. The
modified numerical model has been validated by comparing its outputs to the
scale model tests conducted in Edinburgh University’s FloWave wave-current
facility. The impact of combined waves, currents, and turbulence intensity on
power production of a TST has been quantitatively investigated. The results
show that the wave-current interaction effects are significant, in particular
when waves travel in opposite direction to currents; in which case the loads
were underestimated by 40.3% in comparison to excluding the wave-current
interaction effects. Furthermore, the ambient turbulent flow is observed to
affect the loadings and the performance of the TST, and the output suggests
a discrepancy around 45.6% between different turbulence intensity levels.
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1. Introduction1

Tidal energy possesses great potential as a sustainable and predictable2

energy resource. In recent decades, many tidal energy technology concepts3

have been proposed, built and tested either in the laboratory or in the field [1].4

Among them, the horizontal axis tidal turbines (HATTs) are currently the5

dominant device type [1]. Although, these types of technologies are proven6

to work well, there is still space for research to improve their performance7

which will reduce the various costs involved. The hydrodynamic loadings on8

a TST at a specific site depend on the combination of mean current flow,9

orbital wave and turbulence. The inflow representing the true environment10

is essential in the prediction of the loading, power and thrust characteristic11

of the TST, especially in the combined wave-current environment in either12

following or opposing wave condition [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In the presence of waves,13

significant cyclic variations which occurred at the frequency of the waves were14

observed in the power and thrust outputs, even though the mean coefficients15

of power and thrust in the unsteady flow conditions have not been modulated16

by waves and remain similar to the steady flow values [7]. In terms of wave-17

current interactions, the combined irregular wave and current loads on a18

fully instrumented 1:15 scale model were investigated by Draycott et al.[8] in19

both waves following and opposing the currents. This study revealed that,20

for the waves opposing the currents, the fluctuating loads were significantly21

higher than the corresponding loads measured for the following and non-22

current cases which indicates that more fatigue damage will be accumulated,23

although the mean values of the load are unchanged.24

The other challenge, in addition to wave-current interactions, is the eval-25

uation of how ambient turbulence affects the performance of the TST. The26

instantaneous power generated by a TST has been found to be highly in-27

fluenced by the turbulent features of the flow [9]. It is also known that the28

fluctuating flow acting on the TST, caused by the turbulence and wave flow,29

will contribute to the fatigue of a TST. The importance of incorporating the30

turbulence effects in turbine simulations to accurately predict both power31

production and turbine loading has been addressed by previous studies in32

both site measurements [3, 10, 11] and numerical simulations [12, 13, 14].33

Laboratory experiments by Chamorro et al. [9] show that in a confined34

low frequency range, the instantaneous power generated by a turbine can35
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be affected by the ambient turbulent structure. Using the design tool of36

GH Tidal Bladed [15] strong correlations are found between turbine fatigue37

loadings and levels of both turbulence intensity and significant wave height.38

The quantitative investigation of the effects of large-scale turbulence on the39

instantaneous performance and bending moments of the rotor blades using a40

large-eddy simulation is provided in [16]. In addition to the combined wave-41

current coupling feature, the related turbulence metric was investigated in a42

numerical model by Venugopal et al. [17]. Numerical simulations carried out43

in Tidal Bladed software, using a von Kármán velocity spectra and coher-44

ence, indicate that it is important to use appropriate turbulence parameters45

for the prediction of the structural loading [18]. However, the effects of tur-46

bulence structures, of similar dimensions to a turbine rotor diameter, on the47

blade loadings are not well understood [19]. Additionally, how the small-48

est dissipation scales of the turbulence will affect the skin-friction drag and49

flow transition on blades is uncertain [20]. Gaurier et al. [21] suggests that50

analysis at a high turbulence intensity level up to 20% is necessary to under-51

stand the nature of the loadings and fatigue of the TST. Generally, a high52

turbulence intensity is difficult to achieve in an experimental test due to the53

facility limitations. Therefore, the generation of the full field accounting for54

co-existing wave and current together with various turbulence intensity levels55

in a numerical simulation environment is necessary. It will significantly en-56

hance the understanding of the combined effects and benefits the safer design57

of TSTs.58

Recent decades have seen a significant advance in computational tech-59

nology and the growth in computer hardware capability, and the effort to60

improve algorithms efficiency and robustness [22, 23, 24, 25]. However, due61

to its inherent complex structure and Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) fea-62

ture, the applications of Computational-Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to renewable63

offshore structures is still computationally costly and unaffordable, and only64

limited studies have been carried out [5, 12, 26, 27]. The simulation of waves65

requires a two phase solver and the simulation of scale difference between66

a potential solver and a turbulent flow solver make the CFD solution even67

more difficult. Hence, so far, only limited work has considered the wave and68

turbulence effects [28] and a more affordable tool is desired. To fill the gap,69

in this study, a novel methodology aimed at modelling the combined effects70

of tidal currents, gravity waves, and ambient flow turbulence on the dynamic71

response of a tidal energy converter is proposed. The OpenFAST [29] open-72

source software package is a multi-physics, multi-fidelity tool for simulating73
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the coupled dynamic response of wind turbines that managed by the National74

Renewable Energy Lab. It couples computational modules for aerodynamics,75

hydrodynamics for offshore structures, control and electrical system (servo)76

dynamics, and structural dynamics to enable coupled nonlinear aero-hydro-77

servo-elastic simulation in the time domain. Besides, OpenFAST enables the78

analysis of a range of wind turbine configurations, including two- or three-79

blade horizontal-axis rotor, pitch or stall regulation, rigid or teetering hub,80

upwind or downwind rotor, and lattice or tubular tower. As TSTs share81

similar principles and design method to wind turbines, it is reasonable to82

take advantage of the OpenFAST code and modify it to apply to TST study.83

Therefore, OpenFAST is employed to implement the modified algorithm pro-84

posed in this research and further investigations are then carried out in order85

to understand the TST performance when exposed to harsh ocean environ-86

ments.87

In this paper, Section 2 describes the methodology of the wave-current88

interaction theory. Section 3 demonstrates the generation of the combined89

wave-current considered in this research. Section 4 is dedicated to the tur-90

bulent flow generation. The loading calculation procedure together with the91

presentation of simulated results, analysis and discussion are further detailed92

in Section 5. Conclusion of this paper is provided in Section 6.93

2. Methodology94

2.1. Wave-current interaction theory95

In this section, the theory behind the modelling of a linear wave and a96

uniform current is first introduced. Wave-current models can consider waves97

travelling on a steady uniform current or waves propagating from an area98

without current into an area with a steady uniform current [30]. Here only99

the latter model is discussed and in this case, the wave height, wavelength100

and wave power transmission are all modified. The fundamental assumptions101

in the calculation are that: 1) The conditions are steady state - that implies102

the wave period (or wave frequency), as measured by a stationary observer,103

is the same before and after the waves run into the changed current. This is104

generally valid for waves running into a current whose velocity has a positive105

component in the same direction as the wave is propagating. It is also valid106

for a wave running into an opposing current, but only if the component of107

the current resolved against the wave direction is less than the wave celerity.108

2) The quantity termed ‘Wave Action’ is the wave property that is conserved109
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during wave current interaction [31]. This can be interpreted as: in a coor-110

dinate system moving with the local current velocity, the energy transmitted111

by the waves in a wave cycle is a constant. (Note this differs from constant112

power transfer because, although the wave frequency to a fixed observer is113

constant, the wave frequency, relative to the current, varies as the current114

changes.)115

To derive the equation for the coupled wave and current, a fixed reference116

frame with subscript a represents a quantity measured by a stationary ob-117

server and a reference frame with subscript r represents a ‘relative’ quantity118

measured by an observer moving with the local uniform current velocity Ua119

are applied. It should be noted that the wave properties of the moving refer-120

ence frame are same as that of in quiescent water without current situation.121

Quantities that are the same in both reference frames have neither the a nor122

r subscript.123

The velocity of the wave crest in the fixed frame, the apparent celerity124

ca, is represented as the sum of the wave celerity cr in moving frame and the125

current velocity Ua:126

ca = cr + Ua (1)

Noting,127

ca = L/Ta (2)

cr = L/Tr (3)

and multiplying both left and right-hand side of Equation 1 with the wave128

number k = 2π/L yields the apparent angular frequency ω :129

ωa = ωr + kUa (4)

Here ωr is the relative wave angular frequency in the moving frame and130

quiescent water wave theory can be applied and ωr follows the dispersion131

relation:132

ωr =
√
gktanh (kd) (5)

which can be rearranged as:133

ωa − kUa =
√
gktanh (kd) (6)
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Here g is the acceleration due to gravity and d is the water depth. Equation134

6 can be solved for k by an iteration procedure.135

For a steady wave and current, the conservation equation of the wave136

action [31], given by:137

∂

∂x

[
E(Cgr + Ua)

ωr

]
= 0 (7)

Here Cgr is the relative group velocity of the waves and E is the wave energy138

density. The relationship between the wave energy and wave height (H) can139

be found as:140

E =
1

8
ρgH2 (8)

In the following, for the wave without current the subscript ‘0’ is used. After141

the wave propagates into an area with current, the subscript ‘1’ is used.142

Substituting E into the wave action conservation equation, the wave height143

H1 in the current region is:144

H1 = H0

√
ωr1Cg0

ωa (Cgr1 + Ua)
(9)

In which, the group velocity for the zero-current region (Cg0) and in current145

region (Cgr1) can be calculated by, respectively:146

Cg0 =
1

2

ωa
k0

[
1 +

2k0d

sinh (2k0d)

]
(10)

Cgr1 =
1

2

ωr1
k1

[
1 +

2k1d

sinh (2k1d)

]
(11)

For the random wave and current cases, the modified wave spectrum in147

the presence of the current following the conservation of wave action can be148

expressed as:149

Sη1 (ωa, Ua) =
ωr1Cg0

ωa (Cgr1 + Ua)
Sη0 (ωa) (12)

The wave spectrum together with the modified complex acceptance Hu150

and Ha for the horizontal velocity u and horizontal acceleration a give the151

velocity and acceleration spectra.152

Hu (ωr1) = ωr1
cosh (k1 (z + d))

sinh (k1d)
(13)
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Ha (ωr1) = −iω2
r1

cosh (k1 (z + d))

sinh (k1d)
(14)

Here ωr is the relative wave frequency and the relative wave number is solved153

by the dispersion Equation 6. The horizontal velocity spectrum Su(ω, U),154

thus is given by:155

Su1 (ωa, Ua) = |Hu (ωr1)|2 Sη1 (ωa, Ua) =

ω2
r1

cosh2 (k1 (z + d))

sinh2 (k1d)
Sη1 (ωa, Ua)

(15)

and the corresponding acceleration spectra is given by:156

Su̇1 (ωa, Ua) = |Ha (ωr1)|2 Sη1 (ωa, Ua) = ω2
r1Su1 (ωa, Ua) (16)

The flow chart (see Figure 1) shows how this procedure was implemented,157

for the irregular wave, within the OpenFAST algorithm.158

2.2. Turbulent flow characteristics and metric159

In general, turbulent flow can reach a statistically stationary state if the160

data time history is collected for a long period of time, i.e. the statistics can161

be considered independent of time for large sampling period [32]. A velocity162

component U(x, t) at any time t can be expressed as:163

U (x, t) = u+ u′ (t) (17)

where u is the time-averaged mean velocity in the direction of flow and is u′164

fluctuating component of velocity.165

The turbulence metric most commonly used in the tidal energy industries166

for site turbulence level classification is the turbulence intensity (TI) which167

can be defined as: [10]168

TI =
σu
u

(18)

in which, the u indicates velocity averaged over a 10-minute duration, σu169

is the standard derivation of fluctuating components u′ for a total of Np170

measurements that can be calculated by:171

σu =

√∑i=Np

i=1 (u′i)
2

Np

(19)
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the irregular wave-current coupling procedure

The Reynolds stress for constant density flow can be expressed as u′iu
′
j. Tur-172

bulent kinetic energy (TKE), has also shown a negative impact on power173

production [33], is defined as one-half the sum of the normal turbulent ve-174

locities:175

TKE =
u′iu
′
i

2
=

1

2

(
u′2 + v′2 + w′2

)
(20)

where u′, v′ and w′ are fluctuating components of velocity in three directions.176
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Coherent turbulent kinetic energy (CTKE), is another metric that closely177

correlates with the dynamic loads on a turbine, is defined as:178

CTKE =
1

2

[
(u′v′)

2
+ (u′w′)

2
+ (v′w′)

2
]

(21)

3. Combined wave–current generation179

Referring to Section 1, the generation of the incident flow with spatial180

and temporal variation that represents the conditions experienced by a TST181

is important. In this section, the coupled wave-current flow is generated182

following Equations 9 and 12 for regular and irregular waves, respectively.183

To validate the proposed methodology and investigate the mechanism behind184

the regular/irregular wave and current coupling, the numerical simulations185

carried out in this section can be split into two categories: (1) by using186

the original solver (without involving the wave-current coupling) of wave187

advance on the following/opposing current; (2) by using the modified solver188

considering the wave-current coupling. The modified solver was validated for189

regular waves by comparing the results with hand calculations. For irregular190

waves analysed conditions are chosen to allow comparison with published191

data.192

The regular wave-current interaction theory is first validated with the193

conditions given in Table 1. For each simulation, a 10-minute long time series194

is developed with a time step of 0.01s. For the range of current velocity values195

considered, due to the wave block consideration, the maximum ω in opposing196

current is predicted as 3.06 which is calculated by ωmax = −g/(4UC) [34].197

Table 1: Regular wave working conditions
Regular wave parameter Value

Wave height H(m) 0.15
Wave period Ta(s) 2.5
Current velocity Uc(m/s) +0.8/-0.8
Water depth d(m) 2
ωmax(Hz) 3.06

From Figure 2 and Figure 3, we can see that water surface elevation198

and the kinematics can be significantly modified by a current, for instance199

the differences regarding the wave elevation amplitude are 76% and 97% in200

the following and opposing current, respectively. Following and opposing201
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Figure 2: Wave elevation time series simulated using the wave-current interaction theory
for the working conditions of (1) following and opposing wave-current using the modified
solver, (2) following and opposing wave-current using the original non-coupling solver and
(3)wave only without current
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Figure 3: Horizontal wave velocity time series simulated with the wave-current interaction
theory for the working conditions of (1) following and opposing wave-current using the
modified solver, (2) following and opposing wave-current using the original non-coupling
solver and (3)wave only without current

currents show the opposite effect on the wave kinematics. Wave advancing202

on opposing current results in an increase of the wave elevation and velocity203

while the following current decreases the magnitude of wave elevation and204

velocity.205

3.1. Tank-scale irregular wave-current test206

For the irregular wave generation, a JONSWAP spectrum is applied. A207

tank scale case is first analysed with the working condition shown in Table208
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2. The wave elevation and velocity in the time domain for three different209

working conditions are demonstrated in Figure 4 and 5, which are: (1) wave210

with following current, (2) wave with opposing current and (3) wave without211

current.212

Table 2: Irregular wave tank scale working conditions
Irregular wave parameter Value

Significant wave height Hm0(m) 1.5
Wave period TP (s) 5
Current velocity Uc(m/s) +0.8/-0.8
Water depth d(m) 2
Peakness parameter γ(Hz) 3.3
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Figure 4: Wave elevation time series for the conditions of (1) wave with following current,
(2) wave with opposing current, (3) wave without current

From Figure 4 and 5, as we can see, similar to the regular wave condition,213

both the wave elevation and velocity have been influenced by the presence of214

the wave-current interaction. Comparing to the wave only case, the following215

wave-current condition sees the decrease of the wave elevation and horizontal216

velocity, whereas the opposite trend is observed in the opposing wave-current217

condition.218
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Figure 5: Velocity time series in the horizontal direction for the conditions of (1) wave
with following current, (2) wave with opposing current, (3) wave without current.

3.2. Full-scale irregular wave-current test219

In this section, the irregular wave theory is examined for a full-scale220

working condition (see Table 3), in which irregular waves propagate onto a221

current with a velocity of 3.1 m/s in the water depth of 30 m.

Table 3: Irregular wave full-scale working condition
Significant wave height Hm0(m) 2.25
Wave period TP (s) 9.68
Current velocity Uc(m/s) 3.1
Water depth d(m) 30
Peakness parameter γ(Hz) 3.3
Hub height Hu(m) 15

222

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the time series of wave velocity and wave223

elevation for this full-scale irregular wave-current case, separately. In both224

figures, the wave velocities involving the wave-current interaction are com-225

pared to that of the original solver which do not consider the wave-current226

interaction. Figure 6 sees the wave velocity increase in the opposing case227

while decrease in the following case when comparing to the original solver228

results. In Figure 7, the wave elevations are same in the original following229

and opposing case since the interaction with current is not involved.230
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Figure 6: Irregular wave velocity time series for the conditions of (1) wave with following
current, (2) wave with opposing current, (3) following wave-current without interaction
and (4) opposing wave-current without interaction.
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Figure 7: Irregular wave elevation time series for the conditions of (1) wave with following
current, (2) wave with opposing current, (3) following wave-current without interaction
and (4) opposing wave-current without interaction.

In terms of the frequency domain analysis, the wave elevation spectrum231

and velocity spectrum are demonstrated in Figure 8 and 9. From these232

figures, it can be seen that: (1) in the case of an opposing current, waves get233

steeper due to increase in wave height and shortening of wavelength, which234

lead to higher spectral densities in the wave elevation spectrum; when the235

waves and current travel in the same direction, as expected, the wave height236

decreases but with an increase in wavelength, which results in comparatively237

lower values of spectral density and (2) the higher velocity gives a higher238
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Figure 8: Wave elevation spectra for the conditions of (1) wave with following current, (2)
wave with opposing current, (3) wave without current.
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Figure 9: Velocity spectra for the conditions of (1) wave with following current, (2) wave
with opposing current, (3) wave without current.

velocity spectrum in the opposing case while lower value in the following case239

caused by the velocity reduction. More comparisons regarding the significant240

wave height (Hm0) and wave period (Tp) are given in Table 4, in which the241

significant wave height is calculated by:242

Hm0 = 4
√
m0 (22)

where243

m0 =

∫ ∞
0

Sη (f) f odf (23)
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Table 4: Wave kinetic parameters comparison
Input Modified Numerical FloWave test Difference[%]

+ - + - + - + -

Uc(m/s) 3.1 -3.1 3.1 -3.1 3.2 -3.2 0 0
Hm0(m) 2.25 2.25 1.60 5.23 1.56 6.11 2.56 14.4
TP (s) 9.685 9.68 10.15 8.95 9.97 9.18 1.81 2.51

here m0 is the zeroth moment and Sη(f) is the wave energy spectrum.244

In Table 4, the results of the proposed numerical method and measure-245

ment from FloWave tests are demonstrated with the relative errors between246

them are given as well. More details of the model test carried out in the247

FloWave facility can be found in [8]. From Table 4, we can see, the differ-248

ence between the present numerical method and the test measurement is a249

maximum of 14.4% for Hm0 and 2.51% for TP when subjected to the cur-250

rent in the opposite direction. This indicates that the algorithm applied in251

this research is reliable and capable of generating a combined wave-current252

environment with reasonable accuracy.253

4. Turbulent flow generation254

In addition to the coupled wave and current, the fluctuating component255

of the velocity in Equation 17 is generated in this section. Within the frame-256

work of OpenFAST, the turbulent field is generated by the module of Turb-257

Sim [35]. A wide range of turbulence intensities are covered here which are258

11.5%, 15.5% and 20%. NREL/UW Tidal Channel spectral model by Levi259

Kilcher of the National Wind Technology Center is applied for the marine260

and hydrokinetic (MHK) turbulence [36]. More details of the TIDAL spec-261

tral model function can be found in [37]. Following the procedure described262

in the flow chart in Figure 1, the total velocity time series involving the263

wave-current and turbulence in u and w-directions can be produced (see Fig-264

ure 10). The corresponding key turbulence characteristic metric, such as the265

TKE, CTKE and the turbulent Reynolds stress can be calculated by using266

the Equation 20 and 21.The time series of these parameters are shown in267

Figure 11 and 12, receptively.268

4.1. The effect of the direction between the wave and current269

It is evident that the following and opposing wave directions have differ-270

ent effects on the flow properties. Through the frequency domain analysis271
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Figure 10: Total velocity considering the wave-current and turbulence
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Figure 11: Turbulence kinematic energy and coherence kinematic turbulence energy
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Figure 12: The turbulent Reynolds stress

from Figure 13 to 15, it can be observed that the no-current wave frequency272

remains the dominant frequency in the following case (see Figure 13) and273

opposing case (see Figure 14). It should be noted that these velocity spectra274

are measured at the hub height. The power spectral density (PSD) is larger275

when the waves oppose the current than in the following condition in Figure276

15 (as is well known by Mariners). It is also observed that the waves are only277
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important in a narrow frequency band, again this is expected as waves are278

usually considered narrow banded whereas turbulence is considered broad279

banded.280

There are dissimilarities in the spectra from one case to another, linked281

to the wave-current combination and turbulent intensity. In figure 13 and282

14, for the current only case, as expected, show higher energy at lower fre-283

quencies. The effect of wave is quite obvious where a peak can be found in284

a low frequency band comparing to the current only case. Particularly, all285

have their maximum peak centred at around 0.4 Hz. In figure 15, a higher286

and narrower peak range can be seen in the opposing working condition in287

comparison to that of the following working conditions.288

10-2 10-1 100 101 102
10-6

10-4

10-2

100

102

104

Following Current+TI(7%)

Wave+ Following Current+TI(7%)

Kolmogorov -5/3 slope

Figure 13: Velocity spectra of (1) following current (Uc=0.8 m/s) with TI=7%; (2) wave
advance on the following current (Uc=0.8 m/s) with TI=7%.

4.2. The effect of the turbulence intensity levels289

Referring to Section 1, the turbulence intensity level is a significant con-290

tributor to the ambient flow around a TST. The effect of different turbulent291

level can be observed in both the following case (see Figure 16) and oppos-292

ing case (see Figure 17). Higher TI cases generally result in higher spectral293

energy across all frequencies, except for the peak frequency range, power are294

same for different turbulent levels. The peak frequency value for all the three295

examined intensities are centred around 0.1Hz.296
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Figure 14: Velocity spectra of (1) opposing current (Uc=-0.8 m/s) with TI=7%; (2) wave
advance on the opposing current (Uc=-0.8 m/s) with TI=7%.
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Figure 15: Comparison between the following and opposing velocity spectra of (1) wave
with the following current (Uc=0.8 m/s) with TI=7%; (2) wave with the opposing current
(Uc=-0.8 m/s) with TI=7%.

5. TST loading simulation297

For the numerical simulation here, the 1:15 scale TST with a rotor blade298

configuration the same as that in the FloWave test [8, 38, 39, 40] is chosen.299
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Figure 16: Comparison between the full-scale velocity spectra of different turbulence in-
tensities:(1) 11.5%; (2) 15.5%; (3) 20% for wave with following current.
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Figure 17: Comparison between the full-scale velocity spectra of different turbulence in-
tensities:(1) 11.5%; (2) 15.5%; (3) 20% for wave with opposing current.

The TST model is a bottom mounted machine with a three-bladed horizontal300

axis rotor. The rotor radius (D) is 0.6 m and the hub height (Hu) is 1 m [41].301
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The adopted NACA 63418 blade is characterised by a tip speed ratio (TSR)302

around 5.75 for the maximum Cp of about 0.45. The details of the turbine303

are given in Table 5. As with the model test, the generator was operated in304

speed control mode in the numerical simulations with the rotational velocity,305

ωR, set to 90 rpm = 9.42 rad/s. The simulations were carried out at a306

nominal flow speed of 0.8 m/s which results in a corresponding TSR value307

of 7.

Table 5: Turbine specifications

Number of blades 3
Rotor Radius (m) 0.6
Nacelle length (m) 1.03
Nacelle diameter (m) 0.12 from hub
Hub height (m) 1
TSR 2-7

308

Figure 18 shows three key parameters: stream-wise root bending moment309

(RBM), thrust (T ) and power (P ) under the following and opposing wave310

scenarios. Here a turbulence intensity (TI) equal to 7% is modelled since the311

FloWave test turbulence intensity is approximately 7% for this flow veloc-312

ity. It is clear that the fluctuation amplitude of all parameters experiences313

a significant rise in the opposing wave condition. However, the effect for the314

following wave is limited, where the mean value remains the same. Addi-315

tionally, the same wave-current working conditions with higher turbulence316

intensity TI=20% is presented in Figure 19. The key parameters predicted317

are similar to the TI=7% case in that a big increase in the opposing wave318

condition is demonstrated. More insights can be gained from Table 6 to Ta-319

ble 10 which show the statistics of the key parameters. The outputs of the320

proposed numerical method in irregular waves are compared to that mea-321

sured in the FloWave test [8] (see Table 8). The numerical results are close322

to measured data in both following and opposing wave conditions based on323

the mean values of the three examined parameters. The maximum absolute324

difference is 16% for the RBM in the opposing wave case. However, there325

are larger differences between the standard derivations. The maximum dif-326

ference (around 44%) occurs for the opposing case as well as for the thrust327

T . The discrepancy may be caused by the difference in the turbulent flow328

distribution between the experimental model test and configuration in the329
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Figure 18: Time history of the key turbine parameters for the opposing and following wave
conditions with the turbulence intensity TI=7%.

numerical simulation.330

From Tables 6 to 10, the results predicted by the non-coupled original331

solver are significantly different to that of the modified solver. This affects332

all the working conditions output, most notably the standard derivations of333

the parameters. In particular, comparing the properly coupled calculation334

with a more approximate uncoupled calculation, the opposing wave cases re-335

sult in a much larger difference than the following wave case. For instant, for336

the TI=20% case, overestimated values are provided by the original solver337

for all the three parameters of the following wave case, and the correspond-338

ing absolute differences are 9.5%, 9.2% and 8.8%, for the RBM , T and P ,339

respectively. However, underestimated values are given by the original solver340

for the opposing case with the much larger absolute differences of 40.3%,341

39.2% and 36.2%, respectively. Referring the section 2 and 3 and the quanti-342

tative data in these tables (Table 6 and 9 for regular wave and Table 7 and 10343

for irregular wave) both the regular and irregular waves are subjected to the344

effect caused by the wave-current interaction, and followed the same trend.345
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Figure 19: Time history of the key turbine parameters for the opposing and following wave
conditions with the turbulence intensity TI=20%.

Regarding the turbulence level dependence, more understanding is obtained346

by comparing the outputs between the low (7%), high disturbance (20%) and347

no turbulence cases. Firstly, from the comparison between the no turbulence348

and original solver solution in Table 6, all the standard derivation values are349

underestimated if the ambient turbulent effect is excluded, particularly for350

the opposing case. Secondly, further increase of the turbulence level con-351

tributes to the change of loading amplitude, for example, the outputs from352

the following wave case with TI=20% are found to exceed the TI=7% values353

by 36.5%, 44.6% and 45.6% for the RBM , T and P , respectively.354

The results presented and discussed above ideally need additional simu-355

lations and validations to prove the proposed method. Access to data from a356

real tidal turbine along with spatial current and wave data would also be very357

beneficial. Hence the actual result values presented here should be treated358

with caution. In future work, as the coupled wave-current-turbulence inter-359

action is expected to affect the fatigue damage of TST components, fatigue360

assessment is necessary. Using the proposed methodology, more understand-361
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Table 6: Standard deviations and means of various environmental and turbine
parameters for regular waves TI=7%

Working condition RBM (Nm) T (N) P (W)
µ σ µ σ µ σ

Without turbulence 25.4 4.6 232.0 36.7 128.9 42.4
Following wave no interaction 25.4 5.0 231.7 41.3 129.6 47.5
Opposing wave no interaction 25.2 6.7 230.2 60.2 133.4 67.8

Coupled following wave 25.5 4.1 232.8 33.5 128.4 38.4
Coupled opposing wave 24.2 8.5 228.1 88.8 141.2 90.6

Table 7: Standard deviations and means of various environmental and turbine
parameters for irregular waves TI=7%

Working condition RBM (Nm) T (N) P (W)
µ σ µ σ µ σ

Following wave no interaction 25.5 4.7 232.7 40.2 129.5 45.4
Opposing wave no interaction 25.4 4.9 232.5 42.3 129.8 48.5

Coupled following wave 28.5 3.9 233.3 33.0 128.4 37.2
Coupled opposing wave 25.1 7.9 228.6 69.8 135.4 77.8

Table 8: FloWave test measurement of standard deviations and means of various
environmental and turbine parameters for irregular waves TI=7%

Working condition RBM (Nm) T (N) P (W)
µ σ µ σ µ σ

Coupled following wave 29.5 3.6 261 28 122 26
Coupled opposing wave 29.1 8.7 256 39 124 65

ing of TST fatigue in the complex wave and turbulent current environment362

can be gained.363

6. Conclusion364

In this research, the environmental inflow conditions resulting from the365

combined action of waves-currents-turbulence are generated by modifications366

made to the algorithm in the OpenFAST software suite, which accounts for367

the wave-current interactions. The modifications are targeted at evaluat-368

ing the performance of a three-bladed horizontal axis tidal stream energy369

converter subjected to wave-current interaction. The nonlinear physics ob-370

served suggests that the flow properties are significantly altered by wave-371

current-turbulence interactions, which indicates the importance of including372

the wave-current-turbulence interactions in the tidal turbine modelling. The373
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Table 9: Standard deviations and means of various environmental and turbine
parameters for regular waves TI=20%

Working condition RBM (Nm) T (N) P (W)
µ σ µ σ µ σ

Following wave no interaction 25.3 6.2 230.5 53.8 131.7 60.9
Opposing wave no interaction 25.1 7.6 229.1 68.6 135.3 76.2

Coupled following wave 25.4 5.5 231.5 48.4 130.6 55.2
Coupled opposing wave 24.1 13.6 218.0 126.1 152.3 128.8

Table 10: Standard deviations and means of various environmental and turbine
parameters for irregular waves TI=20%

Working condition RBM (Nm) T (N) P (W)
µ σ µ σ µ σ

Following wave no interaction 23.4 5.9 231.5 52.6 131.8 59.9
Opposing wave no interaction 25.3 6.1 231.2 54.3 131.8 61.6

Coupled following wave 25.4 5.4 232.1 47.8 130.5 54.2
Coupled opposing wave 24.9 8.5 227.3 75.6 136.2 83.9

wave kinematics determined from the modified solution accounting for wave-374

current-turbulence interaction are used in the prediction of the hydrodynamic375

loads on the TST and power generation in a wide range of regular and irregu-376

lar wave-current conditions, of varying turbulence intensities, both in the fol-377

lowing and opposing wave directions to the current. It was founded that the378

wave-current interactions play a significant role on the loadings and turbine’s379

power performance prediction, especially under the opposing wave-current380

condition with a difference of about 40.3%; this implies that the coupling381

effects should not be ignored in the TST modelling. Besides, the turbulence382

intensity is a key contributor to the TST loading, as the difference between383

the turbine’s responses in different turbulence intensity levels (TI=7% and384

TI=20%) can be as large as 45.6%. Additionally, the quantitative loading385

outputs in irregular waves are compared to the data measured in the FloWave386

experiments. The validation result indicates that the OpenFAST software387

together with the modified algorithm is capable of wave-current-turbulence388

flow generating and turbine performance assessment, and can be applied to389

other working conditions.390
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407

Nomenclature408

η Water surface elevation [m]409

γ Peakness parameter [Hz]410

µ Means value411

ν Kinematic viscosity [m2/s]412

ω Angular frequency [rad/s]413

ωa Wave angular frequency [rad/s]414

ωR Rotational velocity [rmp]415

ωr Relative wave angular frequency [rad/s]416

ωmax Maximum omega in opposing current [rad/s]417

ωr1 Wave angular frequency noted by an observer moving with the current418

[rad/s]419

u Time-averaged mean velocity [m/s]420

u′iu
′
j Reynolds stress [m2/s2]421

ρ Water density [kg/m3]422

σu Standard deviations of the velocity423

σ Standard deviation424

ca Apparent celerity [m/s]425

cr Wave celerity [m/s]426

Cg0 Relative wave group velocity [m/s]427

Cgr Relative group velocity [m/s]428

CTKE Coherence kinematic turbulence energy [m2/s2]429
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d Water depth [m]430

E Wave energy density [J/m2]431

fp Peak frequency [Hz]432

g Gravity acceleration [m/s2]433

H Wave height [m]434

H0 Wave height at zero-current region [m]435

H1 Wave height at current region [m]436

Hu Hub height [m]437

Hm0 Significant wave height [m]438

k Wave number439

k0 Wave number at non-current region440

k1 Wave number at current region441

L Wave length [m]442

m0 The zeroth moment443

NP Measurement sample numbers444

P Power [W ]445

R Rotor radius [m]446

RBM Stream-wise root bending moment [Nm]447

S(ω) Power spectral density [m2/rad/Hz]448

Sη(f) Wave energy spectrum [m2/Hz]449

Su(ωa, Ua) Horizontal velocity spectrum in the current region [m2/rad/Hz]450

Su̇ (ωa, Ua) Spectral density of horizontal water-particle acceleration in the451

current region [m2/rad/Hz]452
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Sη0(ωa) Spectral density of surface elevation at zero-current region [m2/rad/Hz]453

Sη1(ωa, Ua) Spectral density of surface elevation at current region [m2/rad/Hz]454

T Rotor thrust [N ]455

Ta Wave period noted by a stationary observer [s]456

Tp Significant wave period [s]457

Tr Relative wave period)[s]458

TI Turbulence intensity [%]459

TKE Turbulence kinematic energy [m2/s2]460

u(t) Instantaneous axial velocity [m/s]461

Ua Uniform current velocity [m/s]462

Uc Current velocity [m/s]463

u′(t) Fluctuation of x-direction velocity [m/s]464

v′(t) Fluctuation of y-direction velocity [m/s]465

w′(t) Fluctuation of z-direction velocity [m/s]466
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